Instructions

For use ONLY on interior vehicle windows.
NOT for use on front windshield while vehicle is in motion.

Installation:
1. Make sure windows and suction cups are clean and dry.
2. Position one suction cup in top corner of window.
3. Activate Push Lock™ suction cup by firmly pressing blue cap.
4. Stretch shade to desired width and position/activate second top cup.
5. Stretch shade corners to desired locations to create your custom shade shape and position/activate both lower suction cups.
   NOTE: For a more tailored fit on sloped windows, connect snaps on same side of shade. This will shorten fabric on shorter side of vehicle window for a better look. (fig. A)
6. If joining two Stretch-to-Fit shades together to span a large window, mount shades side by side. Connect snaps after mounting. (fig. B)

Removal:
1. Pull small tab on base of each Push-Lock™ suction cup to break seal between vehicle window and suction cup.
2. Store shade in safe place.